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Microbial growth can be used as a 
measure of f itness as a function of 
environmental and genetic constraints. 
This information is useful in basic and 
cl inical research for phenotyping 
bacterial or yeast strains, character-
izing chemical compounds, or deter-
mining the genetics that underl ie 
biological phenomena including drug 
sensitivity or resistance (1–5). The 
generation of growth curves and 
extraction of quantitative parameters 
are traditionally achieved using regular 
liquid cultures or micro-cultures that 
are grown in multi-well plates. However, 
acquisition of such data on solid media 
using colony-based measurements 

may prove easier for both traditional 
and high-throughput approaches as no 
shakers are needed and less space is 
used (6). Bacterial and yeast species 
may mainly grow on solid surfaces in 
the wild, showing characteristics and 
behaviors of a community when faced 
with adverse environmental situations 
(7). Fitness measurements, therefore, 
in the context of a colony rather than in 
a homogeneous shaking flask culture 
might better reflect real environmental 
conditions and processes.

Besides phenotyping and growth 
prof i les, colony measurements in 
yeast have been used for the charac-
terization of genome-wide genetic 

interactions that provide information 
on synthetic lethality and functional 
relationships between all non-essential 
genes within the cell (8). Such studies 
have been rendered possible in recent 
years by systematic mutant strain 
collections, the design and utilization 
of spotting and arraying robots, and 
the development of computational and 
statistical tools for the quantification of 
colony growth data (9–12). Notably, the 
last aspect, quantification, is currently 
one of the main bottlenecks for such 
approaches.

Multiple software tools to determine 
colony sizes from culture plate images 
have been developed in recent years. 
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Microbial colony growth can serve as a useful readout in assays for studying complex genetic 
interactions or the effects of chemical compounds. Although computational tools for acquiring 
quantitative measurements of microbial colonies have been developed, their utility can be com-
promised by inflexible input image requirements, non-trivial installation procedures, or compli-
cated operation. Here, we present the Spotsizer software tool for automated colony size mea-
surements in images of robotically arrayed microbial colonies. Spotsizer features a convenient 
graphical user interface (GUI), has both single-image and batch-processing capabilities, and 
works with multiple input image formats and different colony grid types. We demonstrate how 
Spotsizer can be used for high-throughput quantitative analysis of fission yeast growth. The us-
er-friendly Spotsizer tool provides rapid, accurate, and robust quantitative analyses of micro-
bial growth in a high-throughput format. Spotsizer is freely available at https://data.csiro.au/dap/
landingpage?pid=csiro:15330 under a proprietary CSIRO license.

Reports

METHOD SUMMARY
Spotsizer is a biologist-, clinician-, and student-friendly software tool for automated colony size measurements using 
images of arrayed microbial colonies. Spotsizer features a convenient graphical user interface, has both single-image 
and batch-processing capabilities, and works with multiple input image formats and different colony grid types.
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Examples are CellProf i ler (a multi-
purpose image analysis tool) (13), 
YeastXtract (14), HT Colony Gr id 
Analyzer (9), Colonyzer (15), ScreenMill 
(an ImageJ macro) (16), Balony (17), 
SGAtools (web-based) (18) and gitter 
(R package) (19). These tools utilize 
dif ferent paradigms, such as single 
time-point versus time-lapse analysis 
( i.e., growth curve construction) of 
colony size, definition of colony size 
by colony area versus colony volume 
(i.e., pixel intensity integration), or 
utilization of manually replica-plated 
arrays of large colonies versus roboti-
cally pinned arrays of small colonies; 
some tools also include modules for 
specialized downstream analyses of 
colony sizes, such as detection of 
genetic interactions (summarized in 
Table 1). In some cases, the methods 
are outdated and not used much by 
microbiological research commu-
nities (e.g., YeastXtract, HT Colony 
Grid Analyzer). Importantly, for some 
of these tools, the installation and 
setup can be technically challenging, 
and/or their operation requires the 
use of a command line environment 
(gitter) that can be intimidating and 
less intuitive for wet-lab researchers. 
Another important aspect is the perfor-
mance of these methods in f inding 
colony spots in an accurate manner. 
Some tools have quite strict require-
ments with respect to the image file 
format and/or resolution (e.g., Balony 
has strict image naming requirements 
impractical for processing existing data 

sets and SGAtools does not seem to 
support TIFF images). Performance can 
also be hampered by suboptimal image 
quality, such as minor image distor-
tions frequently introduced by digital 
cameras when used under subop-
timal conditions. To illustrate the point 
with our own use case, several of 
these tools (HT Colony Grid Analyzer, 
ScreenMil l, Balony, and SGAtools) 
failed to process the test image data 
set we used in this study (see “Materials 
and methods” section). Namely, in our 
hands HT Colony Grid Analyzer 1.1.7 
(9) ran without any error messages but 
produced no output data; ScreenMill 
(CM engine 1.63) (16) was unable to 
properly automatically crop the input 
images and thus could not identify 
colony positions; Balony (17) was not 
compatible with the image file naming 
scheme we employed; SGAtools (18) 
did not accept TIFF image files (as of 
14 February 2016).

Here, we describe the development 
of Spotsizer, a proprietary software 
tool for collecting high-throughput 
measurements of microbial colony 
size in robotically pinned arrays of 
dif ferent densities. Spotsizer has a 
graphical user interface (GUI), is fast 
and simple to use for the biologist/
cl inician/student, and can analyze 
plate images either one-by-one or 
in a batch mode. We compare the 
quality of colony size measurements 
obtained by the Spotsizer automated 
method with a curated approach that 
we have developed in parallel, as well 

as with gitter, a recently introduced 
non-graphical package for the R 
environment (19). Our validation data 
indicate that Spotsizer is an accurate 
and highly robust tool for microbial 
f itness analyses that should prove 
useful in diverse research settings.

Materials and methods
Fission yeast handling and growth
All strains were grown and maintained 
in standard rich YES medium (20). For 
growth on solid media, strains were 
first inoculated in liquid YES medium 
in 96-well plates. Using the bench-top 
RoToR HDA robot (Singer Instruments, 
Roadwater, UK), 4 initial 96-well plates 
were condensed in a single 384-spot 
YES agar plate that was fur ther 
re-arrayed at a 1536-spot density, 
each strain being represented by 4 
spots that served as technical repli-
cates. Strains were then re-spotted on 
plates with or without diverse stressors 
at 96-, 384-, or 1536-spot density. To 
ensure that only a minimum amount of 
biomass of all strains is spotted across 
the whole plate area, we experimented 
with a range of pickup and spotting 
pressures on the RoToR. We decided 
to use 5% pressure in all cases as this 
ensured that: (i ) all colonies, including 
those located at plate corners, are 
replicated; and (ii ) the amount of trans-
ferred biomass remains as small as 
possible. Strains were grown at 32°C 
for 48 h and then plate photographs 
were taken.

Table 1. Main features of Spotsizer and selected colony image analysis tools.

Tool name Capabilities GUI Supported grids Supported 
colony arrays

Accepted file 
formats

Colony size 
definition

Framework Operating 
system

License Reference

Spotsizer colony size yes 96, 384, 1536 pinned TIFF, JPEG, 
PNG

area Workspace Windows, 
Mac, Linux

CSIRO Binary 
Software License

this study

Balony colony size, genetic interactions, 
data visualization

yes 96, 384, 1536 + 
user-defined

pinned JPEG area Java cross-
platform

GNU GPL (17)

CellProfiler modular multi-purpose image 
analysis

yes user-defined pinned, 
stamped

TIFF, JPEG, 
PNG, other

user-defined MATLAB Windows, 
Mac, Linux

GNU GPL (13)

Colonyzer colony size, time-lapse no 48, 96, 384, 768 
(diagonal), 1536

pinned, 
stamped

JPEG, ? area, total 
pixel intensity

R, Python cross-
platform

GNU GPL (15)

gitter colony size, data visualization no 96, 384, 768 
(diagonal), 1536

pinned TIFF, JPEG area R cross-
platform

GNU LGPL (19)

HT Colony 
Grid Analyzer

colony size yes 96, 384, 768 
(diagonal)

pinned JPEG area Java cross-
platform

GNU GPLv2 (9)

ScreenMill colony size, genetic interactions, 
data visualization

yes 384, 1536 pinned, 
stamped

TIFF, JPEG, 
PNG, GIF, other

area, mean 
pixel intensity

imageJ, web-
based

cross-
platform

GNU GPL (16)

SGAtools colony size, genetic interactions, 
data visualization, GO enrichment

yes 96, 384, 768 
(diagonal), 1536

pinned JPEG area web-based 
(uses gitter)

cross-
platform

? (18)

YeastXtract colony size, time-lapse yes user-defined pinned, 
stamped

TIFF total pixel 
intensity

Java cross-
platform

CC BY-NC-SA 
2.5

(14)

Summary of main features and capabilities of Spotsizer and a selection of other software tools for colony image analysis.
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The particular cultivation conditions 
and suitable times of colony image 
acquisition will likely differ in each use 
case, depending on the organism, 
robotics, biological question, etc., and 
will therefore need to be optimized. For 
fission and budding yeasts, readers can 
consult established cultivation proce-
dures for high-throughput genetic inter-
action mapping (10,12).

Image acquisition
High-resolution images of 96-, 384-, 
and 1536-spot plates were acquired 
using a Multi-DocIt transillumination 
system (UVP, Cambridge, UK). The 
image data set (121 images, TIFF 
format, 2592 × 1944 pixels) is available 
for download from the Spotsizer 
homepage.

Curated spot finding and quantification
Plate images were segmented into 
colony area/background using white/
black thresholding in the ImageMagick 
package (www.imagemagick.org). 
Images were then saved as 16-bit TIFF 
files (a format required by the GenePix 
Pro image analysis software). Spot 
finding and colony size quantification 
was performed using GenePix Pro 5.0 
(Molecular Devices, Wokingham, UK). 
This software is intended for microarray 
analysis but can, in principle, analyze 
any circular objects arrayed in a regular 
grid. A GenePix Array List (GAL) file 
describing the plate layout (required for 
analysis in GenePix Pro) was created 
according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions (http://mdc.custhelp.com/
app/answers/detail/a_id/18883#gal). 
The correct identification of all colonies 
in all plate images was ensured by visual 
inspection and manual adjustment as 

needed. Colony area sizes in pixels 
were derived from the Foreground Total 
Intensity parameter of each spot by 
dividing it by 65535 (i.e., the intensity 
contribution of 1 white foreground pixel 
at 16-bit color depth). The resulting 
data set is available for download from 
the Spotsizer homepage. Median strain 
colony sizes were then calculated for 
each plate using an in-house Python 
script (www.python.org). Data visual-
izations were performed in R (www.r-
project.org).

Workspace implementation of Spotsizer
Spotsizer is bui l t using CSIRO’s 
Workspace package (www.csiro.au/
workspace)—a framework in which 
one can construct workflows, user 

inter faces, and complete applica-
tions quickly and easi ly—and the 
image analysis plugin and a custom 
workflow to analyze colony images was 
developed by CSIRO’s Quantitative 
Imaging Group. Spotsizer is provided 
as binary packages for the Windows 
64-bit, Mac OSX, and Linux 64-bit 
operating systems. Spotsizer has a 
simple user interface (Figure 1): The 
left panel is used to set up input data 
and workflow parameters, the input 
and output images are displayed in 
the central panel, and the bottom Log 
panel displays log and error messages.

By default, the software operates 
in a batch image mode: it processes 
all images in the folder selected as the 
input folder in the Image folder field. 
An operator can switch Spotsizer to 
process only a particular image by 
selecting the Single mode option. An 
input image in this case should be 
selected using the Colony image field. 
The operation workflow is executed 
by clicking the Process button. It is 
possible to abort the execution by 
clicking the Stop processing button in 
the information window that appears 
while the workflow is running. Output 
images and text files are saved in a 
Results subfolder inside the input 
folder. For each input image, three 
output f iles are produced: a binary 

Figure 1. The user interface. Screenshot of Spotsizer analyzing a 1536-colony image.
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image of spots (colonies) found by the 
workflow, an overlay image where the 
mask of colonies is superimposed with 
the input image, and a text file with 
the location and size measurements 
for each colony.

The workflow algorithm has three 
steps: background removal, finding the 
grid, and measuring the spot area at 
each grid location. Background removal 
is necessary because uneven lighting 
and surface reflections can produce 
variations in background intensity 
across the image. We use connected 
component morphological filtering to 
suppress the background and retain 
only the spots. The filtering requires an 
estimate of the maximum grid spacing, 
which is derived from the operator 
input parameter, Grid size. Grid finding 
on the background-suppressed image 
must be able to handle slight tilts of 
the grid and also slightly non-parallel 
gr id l ines caused by camera lens 
distortion. We detect the rotation angle 
of the grid array with an operator input 
parameter, Max rotation angle, defining 
the bounds of the angle search to limit 
the search time. The principle is to 
use directional mean filtering, that is a 
mean filter with a linear neighborhood 
whose size is equal to the width of the 
image. Directional mean filtering works 
by taking the mean of an image over 
a line structuring element. In a filtered 
image, a pixel value is replaced by the 
mean value of all pixels along the line 
centered on a given pixel. The direction 
of the line is defined by a rotation 
angle, where a horizontal line has a 
zero rotation angle. Integral angles 
between -1*Max rotation angle and 
Max rotation angle, with a step size of 
1, are tested, which amounts to a total 
of (2 * Max rotation angle + 1) potential 
rotation angles being tested. When 
the angle of the linear neighborhood 
aligns with the angle of rotation of 
the grid array, the intensity variance, 
measured along the image edge, will 
be increased relative to f i ltering at 
other angles. The angle of maximum 
variance is the rotation angle. Direc-
tional mean filtering with a narrower 
linear neighborhood is then performed 
at the rotation angle, and orthogonally, 
to locate the rows and columns of the 
grid (without requiring that these lines 
be perfectly straight). The intersection 

of the rows and columns define the grid 
locations. Spot finding should not be 
based on simple thresholding because 
this would underestimate the size of 
small spots with lower brightness 
levels. We use seeded region growing 
(21) (with seeds for the spots at the 
center of each grid location and seeds 
for the background at the bound-
aries between grid regions) to f ind 
the boundary between each spot and 
the background. Because the seeded 
region growing algorithm preferen-
tially directs region growth outwards 
from the seed points according to 
the difference between a pixel’s value 
and the running mean of values in an 
adjoining region, the boundary for a 
spot is the mid-point intensity for each 
individual spot. Some imaging systems 
have surface reflections that produce 
ghost spots alongside the real spot; 
therefore, a test for the validity of a 
detected spot must be applied before 

reporting the size for that spot. This 
test requires that the mean intensity 
of the spot be greater than the mean 
plus two times the standard deviation 
of the background intensity. For some 
images with severe ghosting, this test is 
insufficient, so we provide an operator 
input parameter, Min dot intensity, to 
remove falsely detected “ghost” spots.

Spotsizer takes colony array images 
in TIFF, JPEG, or PNG formats with 
no specif ic requirements for image 
resolution apart from that required 
to resolve the smallest colonies (a 
colony should be at least three pixels 
in diameter). Higher resolution than the 
minimum will require more memory 
and, hence, longer processing times. 
Using the Grid size parameter, the 
operator can process any colony array 
with the standard geometry of number 
of rows = 2 * sqrt(Grid size / 6) and 
number of columns = 3 * sqrt(Grid size 
/ 6). We have tested the software on 96, 
384, and 1536 colony arrays produced 
by robotic pinning. Currently, Spotsizer 
is not capable of processing images 
with 6144 colonies, but in principle, 
such a modification is possible in the 
future. Note that Spotsizer is not appro-
priate for analysis of cultures plated 
from liquid using a manual replica-
plating tool (stamper), but is optimized 
for rectangular (i.e., not diagonal) arrays 
of pinned single colonies. Processing 
time is 6–12 s per image (of resolution 
2929 × 2042 pixels) on a laptop with 
an Intel i7–3540 CPU (3 GHz with 8 GB 
RAM) running the Windows 7 64-bit 
operating system. While Spotsizer does 
not include a module for growth curve 
construction from time-lapse colony 
images, it can in principle be used to 
obtain colony size measurements from 
individual time-lapse images that then 
serve as input for suitable external 
tools.

Spotsizer can be downloaded freely 
for academic use from the CSIRO Data 
Access Portal (https://data.csiro.au/
dap/landingpage?pid=csiro:15330). 
The project page consists of the 
Description tab and the Data tab. The 
Spotsizer installer and test data sets 
are available from the Data tab. The 
Description tab provides basic infor-
mation about the project and software 
IP, and includes the Spotsizer license 
and user guide files. By downloading 

Figure 2. Curated spot-finding procedure. (A) 
Sample plate image containing 1536 fission yeast 
colonies (each strain spotted in quadruplicate). 
(B) Segmented black-and-white image of the 
plate being analyzed in GenePix Pro. A grid has 
been semi-automatically overlaid to mark the po-
sitions of all colonies. (C) A plate-like image cre-
ated using the values extracted by GenePix Pro.
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and installing Spotsizer, a user automati-
cally agrees with the terms and conditions 
provided in the license. The Spotsizer 
user guide is also available from the 
Help menu in the Spotsizer application.

Results and discussion
Growth assays with fission yeast
To obtain images of microbial colonies 
suitable for the development and 
va l idat ion of methods for h igh-
throughput quantitative analysis of 
colony growth, we used a collection 
of fission yeast strains available in our 
laboratory. These included natural 
isolates showing various growth pheno-
types (5), the Bioneer deletion collection 
of ~3000 non-essential genes (22), and 
individual diagnostic deletion mutants 
with altered sensitiv ity to various 
stresses, such as the sty1 MAP kinase 
regulating the response of fission yeast 
cells to a wide range of adverse condi-
tions (23). Cells were grown on solid 

YES media in the presence of various 
stressors to obtain a range of growth 
phenotypes, and plate images were 
taken (data not shown). In total, we have 
assembled a set of 121 plate images 
(see Figure 2A for a representative 
example).

Curated spot-finding and quantification
Plate images (121 plates in total) were 
first processed by a curated procedure 
employing the GenePix Pro 5.0 micro-
array analysis software as described in 
the “Materials and methods” section. 
Unlike some existing tools that require a 
perfect horizontal/vertical alignment of 
colonies in the image, this approach is 
robust to tilting and minor distortions of 
plate images, which often occur during 
non-robotic image acquisition using 
regular digital cameras, scanners, or 
gel documentation systems. A sample 
plate analysis is shown in Figure 2. A 
plot of colony size values obtained this 
way corresponds well to the original 

Figure 3. Accuracy and robustness of Spotsizer. A total of 121 plates, each containing 1536 
colonies, were analyzed both in GenePix Pro 5.0 (curated) and using 2 automated tools 
(Spotsizer and gitter) (19). The colony sizes obtained by the manually curated approach were 
compared with the results from Spotsizer (A) and gitter (B), with distributions of Pearson’s 
correlation coefficients shown. (C–G) Analysis of challenging colony images by Spotsizer. The 
top panel shows part of the original image; the bottom panel shows the colony area mask 
determined by Spotsizer. (C) A tilted image. (D) Colony reflections (ghosting). (E) Poor colony 
growth. (F) Overgrown colonies. (G) A cracked agar plate.
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plate image (Figure 2C). These high-
quality data were then used as the 
gold standard for assessing the perfor-
mance of the Spotsizer automated 
colony size determination algorithm.

Automated spot-finding and 
quantification with Spotsizer
Next, plate images were analyzed by 
our fully automated spot-finding and 

quantification algorithm implemented 
in Spotsizer. The resulting colony size 
data were in excellent agreement with 
the data obtained by the manually 
curated procedure described above 
over the whole range of growth condi-
t ions analyzed (typical Pearson’s 
r = 0.955) (Figure 3A). Analysis by 
Spotsizer typically only takes a few 
seconds per image, compared with 

>10 min per image for the manual 
pipeline described above, allowing for 
a large number of plate images to be 
processed quickly and easily.

To compare the performance of 
Spotsizer with existing tools, we carried 
out an analogous analysis using the R 
package gitter (batch mode, default 
settings) (19), which is one of the latest 
tools to be introduced in the field. This 
command-line sof tware per formed 
comparably well (typical Pearson’s r = 
0.951) (Figure 3B) on our test set of 121 
images, with the exception of 1 image 
where gitter failed to position the colony 
grid properly (Pearson’s r = 0.408). 
Visual inspection of the plate image in 
question suggested that the image was 
tilted to a degree that gitter could not 
compensate for when run with default 
settings (image rotation functionality is 
optional in gitter). Importantly, Spotsizer 
identified the colony grid in this image 
correctly. When image rotation was 
enabled in gitter, the tilted image was 
analyzed successfully; however, gitter 
failed in this case to position the grid 
properly with two other images from the 
test data set.

Figure 4. Identification of dif ferential growth using Spotsizer. Median colony sizes were nor-
malized to the 972h- reference yeast strain, and growth was then compared between control 
conditions (rich YES medium) and the presence of 3 mM hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). Example 
sensitive (Dsty1; red) and resistant (JB873; green) strains are indicated. The actual colonies 
of the example strains are shown in the right panel.
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To f u r the r  demons t ra te  the 
robustness of Spotsizer, we also 
successful ly analyzed potentia l ly 
problematic images of plates featuring 
some common image acquisit ion 
ar t i facts or non-standard colony 
growth (Figure 3, C–G). Thus, our 
results indicate that Spotsizer is both 
highly accurate and robust to issues 
with image quality.

Differential growth analysis 
using Spotsizer output data
To further demonstrate the utility of 
Spotsizer, we used it to f ind yeast 
strains showing sensitivity or resis-
tance to oxidative stress. Colonies 
were grown on YES agar plates with 
or without 3 mM hydrogen peroxide 
(H2O2). Individual colony sizes were 
dete rmined automat ica l l y  us ing 
Spotsizer, and median colony size (from 
four replicate colonies) was calculated 
for each strain. Next, colony size was 
normalized to the growth of the 972h- 
fission yeast reference strain under the 
respective conditions. Finally, colony 
size ratios between the H2O2 and 
unstressed conditions were calculated 

for each strain (Figure 4). Reassur-
ingly, this analysis identified the known 
Dsty1 master stress-response regulator 
mutant among the most H2O2-sensitive 
strains. The analysis also picked up 
resistant strains, such as the wild isolate 
JB873 (NCYC3442; National Collection 
of Yeast Cultures; www.ncyc.co.uk). 
Spotsizer has also been used success-
fully for large-scale phenotyping of 
wild fission yeast isolates, where the 
accuracy of the data enabled herita-
bility analysis, and for genome-wide 
association studies with as few as 57 
strains (5).

Here, we developed and validated 
a novel, fully automated algorithm for 
the quantification of microbial growth 
on plates. Spotsizer is a free, wet-lab, 
biologist-friendly tool that features an 
intuitive GUI, high analysis accuracy 
and speed, and robustness to the 
quality of input image data. Spotsizer 
works with multiple colony grid types 
and image f ile formats and can be 
run in a batch mode, allowing large 
numbers of images to be processed 
rapidly and easily. We have demon-
strated that Spotsizer is highly effective 

for finding dif ferential growth pheno-
types in fission yeast.
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